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A FAULT TREE APPROACH TO

ANALYSIS OF ORGANIZATIONAL COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS

Theoretical Framework

An organization may be thought of as an association of interde-

pendent parts working toward some end. If this end can be interpreted

as being purposeful and the association considered an interaction, then

the result essentially represents a common definition of a system,

namely, a purposeful set of interdependent interaction subsystems, or

parts. In this paper a system approach will be used:as the frame-

work for analysis of the communications which reflect the interdepend-

encies and interactions among subsystems or parts of organizational

systems.

An organizational communication system, then, consists of those

interdependencies and interactions among and within subsysteMs, through

the act of communication, which serve the purposes of the organization.

We will be regarding communication, not just in the sense of tht.

exchange of information, but as the basic means of social interaction.

In its simplest sense, a system may be described by the follow-

ing model:

Fig. 1

The rectangle represents the performance function or structural unit

of interest, which may be as small as a single component (in a hardware

system), or an individual, or it may be a subsystem or a collection of



subsystems. Inputs to the unit are either energy or information from

other parts of the system, which are then processed within the unit,

resulting in outputs to other parts of the system. The feedback control

provides a match between outputs and inputs, which, in closed systems,

is designed to maintain system equilibrium.

Any subsystem or the total system can be depicted by elaborations

of the diagram in Figure 1. Variations of the functional flow block

diagram in Figure 2 are useful for this purpose.

Fig. 2

Social systems, of which organizational systems are a type, gen-

erally receive their valued targets from outside the system. This is

particularly true of educational systems, which must be responsive to

the needs and wishes of the larger society. The current public demand

for "accountability" in education is a demonstration of this fact.

Typically, then, organizational systems have at least some exchange of

information and/or energy with the environment. There is thus the need

to balance the homeostatic nature of the closed-loop system with the

disequilibrious nature of the open system responding to its environment.

Katz and Kahn (1971) point out that social systems are restricted

communication networks, that human organizations are informational as

well as enargic systems, and that every organization must take in and

utilize information. Conversely the intake and distribution of infor-

mation are also energic processes. The closer one gets to the organi-

zational center of control and decision making, the more pronounced is

the emphasis on information exchange.
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K6tz and Kahn state:

In this sense, communication--the exchange of informa-
tion and the transmission of meaning--is the very
essence of a social system or organization. The input
of physical energy is dependent upon information about
it, and the input of human energy is made possible .

through communicative acts. . .Similarly the transfor-
mation of energy (the accomplishment of work) depends
upon communication between people in each organiza-
tional subsystem and upon communication between sub-
systems. (1971, p. 81)

Because of these interrelationships, the analysis of organizational

effectiveness often becomes an analysis of the effectivIness of the com-

munications within an organization. Regardless of the form taken by the

analysis, there is often the assumption that communication will be

improved if there is a freer flow of information. We commonly assume

that many problems, both social and individual, result from faulty or

inadequate communication, but this is a grossly simplistic approach.

Indeed, problems within organizations may be exacerbated by too much

communication. As Katz and Kahn (1971) point out, "In terms of informa-

tion theory, unrestricted communication produces noise in the system."

(p. 84)

A system approach to analysis of communication systems, then,

referring back to the model in Figure 1, takes into consideration not

only the input-process-output-feedback configuration, but the inter-

action between subsystems and between the system and its environment.

Within an organization there are problems of clear communication across

subsystems. Without adequate translation across system boundaries,

communications can add to the noise in the system.

Communication needs to be seen, not as a process
occurring between any sender of messages and any
potential recipient, but in relation to the social
system in which it occurs and the particular func-
tion it performs in that system. . .An organized
state of affairs, a social system, implies the
restriction of communication among its members. .
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Organizational development sometimes demands the crea-
tion of new communication channels. The very nature
of a social system, however, implies a selectivity of
channels and communicative acts--a mandate to avoid
some and to utilize others. (Katz and Kahn, 1971,
pp. 82-84)

Thip mattar of selectivity of channels and communication acts

poses a problem of considerable difficulty in communication system anal-

ysis. This paper will suggest Fault Tree Analysis aE a PcnV technique

which copes with the TbilOiqing concerns: (1) the coml. .tx interrelation-

ships in human systems and particularly in communication systems, (2) the

interactions (or interfaces) across subsystem and system boundaries, and

(3) the need to select and prioritize channels which will minimize "noise"

in the system and maximize system effectiveness.

There are two basic approaches to analysis: (1) analysis' in terms

of success or accomplishment of system's purpose, or (2) analysis in

terms of failure or non-accomplishment of a system's purpose. A system

approach may utilize either success or failure analysis.

Analysis in terms of success, however, is much more Problematic

than analysis in terms of failure. Not only is it difficult to achieve

consensus as to those design characteristics and functions, the channels

and interactions, which lead to system success, but experience has shown

that in complex systems, it is much easier to describe and achieve con-

sensus as to what constitutes failure. When a system is functioning

smoothly, it is not at all easy to specify precisely what mombinations

of events contribute to this happy state. But when breakdowns occur,

they are immediately apparent, although their causes and their "down-

stream"- effects may be more obscure.

Fault Tree Analysis (FTA) is a technique for enhancing the prob-

ability of success in any system by analyzing the most likely modes of
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failure that could occur. It provides a logical, step by step descrip-

tion of possible failure events within a system and their in#-eractions--

that is, the combinations of potential occurrences which could result in

a predetermined undesired event (U.E.) The fault tree was so named

because the completed graphic portrayal of a functional system utilizes

a bran,hing process analagous to the outline of a coniferous tree.

It is not the intent of this paper to present a detailed explana-

tion of the technique of performing a Fault Tree Analysis. Explanations

of both qualitative and quantitative analysis, examples of educational

and management information applications, and prototype trees may be

found in Witkin with Stephens (1968), Witkin (1970) , Stephens (1772) , and

Witkin (1971).

Description of Fault Tree Analysis

Following is a brief overview of the steps in Fault Tree Analysis.

It should be noted that the fault tree approach can be used in a more

simplified, abbreviated form, and still be very useful. In fact, deci-

sion makers have found that they could derive useful information from

any of the following steps. Regardless of the extent or depth of the

analysis, however, the communication analyst should work with a team

representing all facets of the organization.

1.0 Describe the system to be analyzed, developing a system map or

graphic equivalent.

2.0 Identify major stress points through a Fault Hazard Analysis (FHA).

3.0 Perform a Failure Mode and Effect Criticality Analysis (FMECA).

4.0 Perform qualitative fault tree construction.

5.0 Derive one or more strategic paths through quantitative Fault Tree

Analysis.

G.0 Recommend system design changes and/or monitoring as needed.
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1.0 Describe the system

The first step is to,describe the present system,as accurately as

possible. This is a neutral, descriptive stage, which the analyst

derives inputs from sources at many levels of the organization.

A number of writers have suggested ways of describing communication

systems, particularly for the purpose of communication audits in organi-

zations. Greenbaum (1972) has proposed a complex schema which includes

external-Coordinative, internal-coordinative, and interpersonal sub-

systems; and he furtlier distinguishes between management informaticn

systems and personnel-interaction systems, activities which are centered

in the individual, the group, or the organization, and the channels used,

whether written, oral, or noll-verbal.

The difficulty with most such descriptive methods, whether as com-

prehensive as Greenbaum's or much simpler, as that they do not lend them-

selves to the type of analysis which shows the network of interactions

that typically exist in any communication system. We have found it help-

ful, therefore, to start with a system mac, which uses some of the char-

acteristics of a functional flow chart.

Before constructing a system map, the analyst must find answers tot
the following questions:

1. What is the mission, goal, or intent of the communication
system?

2. Is the entire system to be analyzed, or one or more subsystems?
In other words, what are the bounds of the system?

3. -What ere the constraints in the system, both external and
internal?

4. What are the major functions present in the system for
communication?

In its simplest form, the system map is similar to the function flow

block diagram of Figure 2, without the feedback loops. Treating each of
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the rectangles as events in an operational system, outputs from Event 1.0

become inputs to Event.2.0, and so on. In this figure, the outputs from

Event 2.0 become the inputs concurrenl.ly to Events 3.0, 4.0, and 5.0. All

of these events must occur and produce outputs before Event 6.0 can takc

place. If the system design is such that the flow of information from 2.0

to 6.0 can go through either 3.0 or 4.0, or 5.0, this relationship is

expressed with the juncture 0 instead of ay. The map thus makes the

distinction between serial events, concurrent events, and alternate events,

or channels.

A further symbol may be added. If the system provides fOr binary

decision points, they can be indicated as in Figure 3:

Fig. 3

This is read: Does Event 7.0 occur as a result of Event 6.0? If YES,

the flow of events proceeds through 8.0. If NO, it proceeds through

9.0. At 9.0, it may be aborted, recycled back through the system, or

some other decision may be made.

In a systems map depicting an operational structure, the events in

the boxes generally show the flow of energy within the system, in the

form of actions which lead to other actions o operations. In a communi-

cation system, the flow is of information. ene-mpp-,ttmn;becomes a graphic

portrayal of those communication channels available within the organiza-

tion. Subsequent stages of analysis can deal with types of messages sent

and received, conditions under which the information flow occurs, charac-

teristics of senders and receivers, and the like.

The important thing in this first stage is to make a graphic por-

trayal of the syr,tem, in as much detail as is necessary for further
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analysis. As the analysis proceeds through the subsequent stages, it

may become advisable to alter the system map to accord with revised

perceptions of the system. Other forms of mapping may be used as appro-

priate.. For example, it might be advisable to map the actual flow of

information apliagly among the significant members of an organization,

using office layouts, floor plans, and the like.

Another approach is to adapt the system's organizational chart,

showing both vertical and horizontal channels as thcv actually exist.

Figure 4 shows one such scheme, greatly simplified.

- Fig. It

A and B can exchange information, aro.: F. can interact -with n, or E. In this

organization, there is no direct common cation possible veriizally

between A and C, D, or E, nor laterally among C, D, or E.

Regardless of the graphic schema used, these points should b' kept

in mind:

1. The schema should show the actual channels of communicatikA

that exist in the system, not the ones that occur on paper only. Any

discrepancies between the actual system and the system as it is offi-

cially described should be noted at this stage. lnese discrepancies can

be dealt with in subsequent stages.

2. The system portrayed may be a formal or informal one, but it

should be ono that is generally ongoing, and not simply fortuitous.

This means that it will be mission or gcal-oriented. Although the non-.

goal-oriented interaction and interdependencies of personnel in a system

may be highly influential in contributing to the success or failure of

the system, these non-standard aspects can be taken care of through a

careful description of the communication roles played by personnel in
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the total system.

rt is possible to do rTA without a system map. This is often the

case when an analysis s made of critical breakdowns that nave already

occurred in the system, and for which information as to contributing

causes is available. Even in these circumstances, however, a rudimen-

tary map of the system can immediately show whether the failures were

due to weaknesses in system design or in inadequate functioning, of a

basically sound system.

2.0 Identify major stress points through Fault Hazard Analysis MO

It often occurs that an examination of the system map by means of

Fill, will immediately reveal cavity design, potentials for information

overload, lack of backup or monitoring subsystems, inadequate interface

between subsystems, and the like. Tha FHA may also provide information

for a major undesired event (UE) for the fault tree.

3.0 Perform Failure Mode and Effect Criticality Analysis (FMECA)

This is an optional step. In a full scale analysis, each component

and function in the system is systematically examined for possible fail-
;

ure inputs, criticality of the inputs, and downstream effects of the

outputs. Differential effees of failure events due to differences in

system phases can also be considered. Iny2rviews, questionnaires,

observations on site, research data, examinatio. of written and oral

communications, and other applicabl research methods can be used to

derive inputs at this stage. The THECA thuz provides a systematic basis

for acriving the failure events and their inputs for the next stage,

qualitative fault tree construction.
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4.0 Perform qualitative fault tree construction

A fault tree consist.s of events, interrelated by logic gates, and

resulting in complex pathways. The analysis begins with the precise

statement of an undesired event (UE) of critical importance. It may be

the failure of the entire system, expressed as a failure of the mission;

or it may be a failure identified with some subsystem or component. In

any event, it stands at the top of the tree, and the analysis proceeds

downward. Inputs to the UE become contributing failure events in a

cause and effect relationship.

Before discussing the nature of the events, however, it is neces-

sary to clarify the concept of logic gates. The heart of the fault tree

approach, and that which differentiates it from other forms of analysis,

is the use of logic gates to show the relationships among events. There

are two principal kinds of logic gates, the AND gate and the OR gate.

All other gates,used are derivatives of these two.

The AND logic gate is used when two or more events must coexist in

order to produce the more general event. The AND gate is symbolized

graphically by the symbol In the fault tree, events related by

an AND gate would be depicted as in Figure 5.

Fig. 5

This would be read: Events B and C must coexist to produce Event A;

or, the output can occur only if the inputs B and C coexist. The

mathematical equivalent of this is A = 03 A .

In behavioral systems, this relationship most commonly exists when

a subsystem or component and one or more backup systems or components

exist or are possible within the design of the system. This situation

occurs much less, frequently in behavioral than in hardware systems, and
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the implications of this will be considered later in this paper in regard

to the interpretation of the tree.

The OR logic gate is used when, of two or more possible inputs to an

event, anyone alone could produce the output. The graphic symbol For

the OR gate is In the fault tree, events related by an OR gate

would be depjeted as in Figure 6:

Fig. G

This is read: Either B or C alone will produce Event A. The mathemat-

ical equivalent of this is A = (B 0/C).

There are two general kinds of OR gatesthe INCLUSIVE OR and the

EXCLUSIVE OR. In the INCLUSIVE OR situation, either B or C or both could

result in Event A. In the EXCLUSIVE OR situation, either A or B could

produce C, but both A and B could not occur simultaneously.

With either the AND or OR gates, more than two inputs may exist.

Variations of these gates allow For" the specification of complex relation-

ships--there are inhibit gates, priority AND gates which specify the

sequence of events, matrix gates, and others. The analysis thus provides

precise description of conditions as well as modes of relationships, all

of which can be expressed mathematically and quantified.

The other set oC basic symbols used in fault tree analysis depicts

the types of inputs or events. Input and output events can be classi-

fied according to their nature. The following are the most commonly used

symbols for fault trees:

heetangle: Identifies an event that results from a

combination of lesE; general fault events through an associated logic

gate. All events symbolized by rectangles have additional development

in the faultree.



Circle: Identifies a basic failure event that requires

no further development. This could occur when the definition of an

event is sufficiently explicit to satisfy the purpose of the analysis.

It also occurs when there is a "primary" failure of a component, anal- .

ogous to a power failure in a telephone system. The decision as to

whether the event is a basic one or not depends somewhat on the perspec-

tive of the analyc's. For example, if the telephone system itself were

being analyzed, then events leading to a power failure would be traced

in much more detail. However, if a telephone is considered one system

component within an organizational communication system, a power fail-

ure might be considered a basic event requiring no further analysis.

Rhombus: Identifies an event which is not developed

further due to (a) luck of information, (b) very remote likelihood of

occurrence, or (c) because time, financial or other constraints pre-

clude further analysis. (This symbol should not be confused with the

diamond used as a decision point in flow charting.)

House: Identifies an event that is normally expected

to occur in the system as defined. When combined with other events,

however, it might contribute to a failure event.

Figure 7 shows a rudimentary fault tree, which is read as follows:

"Event A can be produced either by Event B or Event C. Event B can be

produced only by the coexistence of Events D and E. Event C can be

produced either by Event F or Event C or both." Event E is a primary

or basic failure event, and Event F is an event that normally occurs

in the system, but which can contribute to Event C. Events D and F

rr no further analysis.

Fig. 7
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The "bottom of the tree" for any branch always will have events

depicted by the circle, rhombus, or house. In this example, there are

two branches and 3 levels of analysis.

For each given event, which in turn becomes a UE, failure events

contributing to the UE can be derived from the Ft1ECA, or by systematic-

ally asking questions regarding input, processing, and output failures;

i.e., failures of a given component or subsystem may be attributable to

failures of input from another part of the system, failures of process-

ing within the component or subssytem itself, or failures of output to

another part of the system. Inputs may be internal or external to the

system, but in general, the more proximate the inputs in time or space

to the failed component, the more powerful the analysis. If internal

failure events are really due to events external to the system, they will

usually show up at the points of interface between the system and its

environment.

The relationship of the system map to FTA is clearly shown as a

comparison of analysis in success space with analysis in failure space.

Figure 8 shows this comparison when the system is such that the events

proceed serially, Events A, B, and C being prerequisite conditions to

Event D. In 8a the events are depicted in success space--i.e., for

success of D, a single thread of events is necessary from A-0-C-0.

In 8b the events are treated in failure space; that is, failure of D

can be caused by failure of either A or'B or C or any combination

of them.

Fig. 8
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Figure 9 shows another configuration, using both concurrent and

prerequisite conditions for success. Diagram 9a shows the flow in suc-

cess space. for success of D, the flow of events or information must

go from AFB, then to C
1
and C2 concurrently before D can occur.

Diagram 9b shows the events as treated in failure space. Failure of D

can be caused by failure of Cl or C2 or both. C1 can be caused by the

failure of A or B or both; C2 can also be caused by the failure of A or

B or both.

Fig. 9

Figure 9b clearly shows the "faulty" nature of a system in which

all of the events allowed for in the system must occur, either serially

or concurrently, in order to achieve system success. In such a single

thread analysis, ani event at the bottom of the tree becomes the same as

the top UE. In a communication system, or subsystem, such a configuration

would occur when the flow of information can proceed only through speci-

fied channels, with no alternatives available in case of breakdowns,

malfunctioning, or overloads. This is particularly serious when the

system does not provide an alerting or monitoring mechanism, causing the

problems to multiply before corrective action can be taken.

Figure 10 shows a system flow that looks superficially like that of

Figure 9, but which has important differences. Diagram 10a treats the

events in success space: Far the success of D, the flow must go from

A--4B, then either through C1 or C2, after which D may occur. Failure

of D, as shown in diagram l0b,then will occur only if both failures of

C1 and of C2 coexist. Failures of C1 as well as C2 may be caused either

by failure of A or B.

Fig. 10



Because of the difference in logic gates at D, the fault tree in

Figure 10b will have a different strategic path value from that of the

tree in Figure 9b, even if the frequency and importance values assigned
Wd

to the branches and the end events are the same in both trees. It should

be apparent from Figures 8, 9, and 10, however, that even a cursory

inspection of system map configurations will provide information as to

the viability of the system, with consequent implications for changes in

design and/or procedures.

In practice, of course, qualitative fault tree construction is not

as neatly related to the system map as these diagrams would indicate.

A thorough analysis will generate additional inputs to any one of the

events on the map that are not apparent in the map itself.

Another point to note is that it appears from Figures 8, 9, and 10

that analysis for failure is simply the reciprocal of analysis for success.

To an extent this is true, in that experience has shown that reduction

of the likelihood of a UE occurring, through changing or monitoring the

sequences of events on the primary strategic paths, will increase the

likelihood of system success.

Recent work with FTA of complex systems, however, has shown that

failure analysis gives perspectives on a system which go beyond the

simple inversion of success space to failure space and back again. In

fact, the FTA methodology itself appears to have a heuristic value, both

for those participating in the analysis and the managers al.d other

decision makers to whom the results and recommendations are communicated.

It generates questions about the system which do not occur under the

usual conditions of success analysis.

Additional support for this approach'comes from the work of Herzberg

(1968, 1971). It can be readily inferred from Herzberg's work that
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events that produce success, particularly in relationship to increased

organizational efficiency, 'arc not the precise opposite of those events

that produce failure. They are two different areas for investigation.

It is hoped that this knowledge will correct the neglect of failure

analysis in the evaluation of organizational efficiency and communication.

In summary, qualitative fault tree construction proceeds in these

stages:

4.1 State undesired event (UE),

4.2 Develop inputs for first level, i.e., "scope the top of the tree."

4.3 Relate inputs logically by means of logic gates.

4.4 Develop inputs for each first level event, using input-processing-

output model.

. 4.5 Relate second level inputs logically.

4.6 Repeat steps 4.4 and 4.5 for each second level input to develop third

level inputs.

4.7 Continue process for succeeding levels of fault tree development to

depth of resolution desired.

Qualitative fault tree construction, then, constitutes a systematic

"threading back" through the system. In.this respect it is like PERT.

The PERT diagram, however, is more similar functionally to the system map

than to the fault tree. As a matter of fact, a PERT diagram might be
AP

used to describe a management information system where sequences of

events in time, generally non-repeatable, are of crucial importance, as

in the communication system that is a part of process or formative

evaluation of complex research projects. The fault tree can then be

based on the PERT, rather than on a system map.
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5.0 Derive one or more stuatovie laths through quantitative Fault Tree

Analysis (L'TA)

5.1 Starting with the top UE, rank in order of relative eontribution

(or importance) of each of the failure events leading into it (i.e.,

each of the inputs), utilizing a consensus formation process such

as the Delphi technique. (For a description of the technique

applied to Fault Tree Analysis, see Stephens, 1972. More general

sources are Helmer, 1966, Campbell andHutehin, 1968, and a eompre-'

hensive bibliography eompiled by The Research ManageMent Group of

AERA.)

5.2 For all of the inputs to a single event, determine the percentage

eontribntion made by each event to the'more general failure event

above it, utilizing a conseisus process. Percentages should sum

to 100 for each event.

5.3 Repeat: steps 5.1 and 5.2 for the inputs to each failure event,

working systematically down through the tree.

5.4 Decide on a rating scale suitable for use in evaluating the

frogumla (or 1:r-oliho?LD or occurrence of failure events in the

fault tree. (E.g. , a scale of low, medium, and high might use

ratings of .1, .2, and .4 rerpertively, in6.Leating that a "medium"

rating is twieo as likely to occur as a "low" rating, and that

"high" is twice cls likely ai "Inedium." These are nominal values only.)

5.5 Determine the appro,riate frc.:.,,ency rating, for each event at the

bottom or lowest level only fat; each branch of the tree. The rating

for each input tci an event :13 determined independently of the other

inputs for that snme event.

5.6 Calculate strategic path valn ;. for the tree utilizing the judgments

of relative eoatril.ution, fre(ueecy of oueurTyn, and logie formulas

through the lo,,0_e (Uo_ Formulas, sec Ftcphens, 1972 )

S.7 HI. or irq.oreA by ...az-yeeLl.:,n.



Probability as a measure of the chance occurrence of events is usu-

ally defined mathematically as (a) the area under a curve which is repre-

sentative of the pattern of occurrence of events, (b) the relative fre-

quency of occurrence of events in a stochastic proc-2ss, and (c) the ratio

of the number of ways an event of interest can occur- to the sum of the

number of ways it can and cannot occur. Strategic path values do not

give probabilities in this sense, but they do represent a relative

probability in the sense that they reflect measures of the occurrence of

events in terms of how often those events might occur in the system

(frequency) and how important they are if and when they do occur (rela-

tive contribution). The relationship of the probability formulas to

logic diagrams is accomplished via Boolean algebra.

Although a computer program is available for deriving strategic

paths (as well as for di swing the tree), the computations teen be done

by hand. On trees of more than 300-350 inputs, however, this process is

too time consuming. Even without completing the quantification, however,

much valuable information regarding the operation of the system can be

gained by simple inspection of the tree.

It is not necessary for most of the team members engaged in ..,aali-

tatively constructing the tree or quantifying it to know more than the

rudiments of fault tree principles. The main requisite is a good working

knowledge of the system under analysis. Team members should represent

many different levels and functions within the organization, as the var-

ious "levels of visibility" afforded by different personnel will lead to

perspectives differing in important respects. These perspectives are

dealt with directly in the quantification process. Experience-has shown

that wide divergences of opinion can be reconciled without being ignored

or subdued. Furthermore, the technique accommodates and utilizes both

"halt'," d,,to anti opinion.



An advantage of using an input-processing-output modal within the

framework of Fault Tree Analysis is that the analyst can account for

intermittent or fortuitous events while putting the information oithin

a context in which reliable judgments can ba made regarding the impor-

-lance of such events and their contribution to failures of communication.

Moreover, by focusing on the components of thsystem and its subsystems,

rather than on individuals or types of messages, a general picture will

emerge as to the extqnt to which the system fosters purposeful, goal-

oriented communication, or whether it sets up unnecessary barriers.

The depyee ro which a formal analysis is made will depend upon a

number of factors--the amount of time available for analysis, the commit-

ment of the organization to maximizing the communication system, the

importance of the analysis to the organizational goals, and the percep-

tion of management of the general health of the system.

6.0 Recommend system design changes and/or monitoring as needed

The final step in FTA is to make recommendations based upon the

strategic path analysis. These may include reallocating resources,

installing backup systems, providing for monitoring of paths with high

failure potential, redesigning subsystems, providing for improved com-

munication at interfaces, or taking any other corrective action that

seems advisable. Displaying the fault tree and discussing the strategic

paths and their implications with personnel at various levels of the

organization often will bring excellent suggestions for improvement and an

increase in cooperative effort to work toward organizational goals.
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History and Background of FTA

FTA is an operations research tec:Inique which has been used with

signal succesb as a major analytical tool of system safety engineering

on aerospace projects. The concept of FTA originally was conceived by

Bell Telephone Laboratories as a technique for performing a safety eval-

uation of the Minutemen Launch Control System. Bell engineers discovered

that the method used to describe the flow of "correct" logic in data

processing equipment could also be used for analyzing the "false" logic

resulting from component failures. (Haasl, 196F,) The format was also

well suited to the application of probability theory in order to define

numerically the critical fault modes. Haasl points out that the Minute-

man Safety Study was successfully completed using the new technique, and

provided convincing arguments for the incorporation of a number of equip-

ment and procedure modifications.

Further development of the analytical and mat..ematical techniques

of Fault Tree Analysis in hardware systems has occurred principally in

the Boeing Company, and since it was first introduced in 1961, attempts

have been made to apply the technique to many different systems inside

and outside the company. Some of these have been a model of the man/

machine interface in a manned space system, and analysis of such problems

as highway safety and vandalism in the schools. For further descriptions

of the history and development, see Ericson (1970) and Stephens (1972).

Driessen (1970) reports the application of FTA (which he calls

Cause Tree Analysis) to industrial accidents, infant falls, and the like.

He pleads for a, wider application of the technique both to system safety

analysis, and to psychology and the behavioral sciences.

Although a limited amount of analysis of human factors has been

attempted, as in the Boeing man/machine interface of a manned space
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sy.icem, until 1967 few attempts had been made to apply the technique

entirely to behavioral systems. This was partly because trained analysts

were mainly enencers concerned with system safety, and partly because no

adequate method of defining strategic paths (called critical paths in

hardware fault trees) had been demonstrated. The nature of behavioral

systems makes hard probability data difficult if not impossible to come

by, and such concepts as "time to repair" used in FTA hardware formulas

have no exact human system counterpart.

Since 1967, however, the authors have successfully applied FTA

to a number of educational, managerial, and research problems, (Stephens,

1972, Witkin with Stephens, 1968), and have taught the technique to

others during a two-year EPDA project (Witkin and Stephens, 1972). Others

have applied some of its principles without the use of logic gates (San

Leandro Unificdchool District, 1970).

An important breakthrough for FTA of non-hardware systems came

with the development (Stephens, 1972) of a new quantification scheme for

deriving strategic pa4.hs through the use of Bayesian probabilities. The

viability of strategic path analysis for management decisions in educa-

tional systems was demonstrated through Stephens' analysis of the voca-

tional educational system of the Seattle public schools, which resulted

in a major curriculum change.

Since that time, both qualitative and quantitative FTA have been

applied by the authors, along with others who have taken FTA training,

to other kinds of problems, including school district reorganization,

a community college self study, and research project management. Appli-

cations in progress at the time of writing include the formative evalu-

ation of a university io.structional television research project (Butler,

1972), and the analysis of communication breakdowns in the management
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of an ESEA Title III project for deaf children. FTA is also being used

as the principal management infornation system for Witkin's project in

Auditory Perceptual Ttaaining, a research utilization project now in it::

third year. FTA will also form the basis for cost/effectiveness analysis

of the various modes of implementing and adapting the project's instrue-

tionol materials to various media an0 classroom environments.

Related Methodologies

Although the application of Fault Tree Analysis to analysis of

organizations is of very recent origin, the concept of looking for

actual or potential breakdowns is not new, and other techniques have

elements which bear a superficial resemblance to FTA. The Critical

Incident technique (Flanagan, 195), developed mainly to identify good'

and poor performance on the job by focusing on the most memorably effec-

tive and ineffective behaviors of a particular person in that position,

has been used to identify and formulate educational problems (Campbell

and Markle, 1967), and to analyze the behaviors of school principals

(Cooper, 1963). Although the technique was ft.lt to be useful in identi-

fying needs in school systems as inputs to problem formulation, the

methodology did not go beyond the gathering and sorting of narrative

statements.

Inoue (1972) has proposed a Cause and Effect analysis, a diagram-

ming technique based on a systems model utilizing branching methods as

inputs to various parts of the diagram. The analysis proceeds in a

simple left-to-right continuum, from causes to effects, and provideS for

inputs from many sources along the way.

Interestingly enough, a claim which Inoue makus for C & E analysis

also applies to FTA. He states:



The advantages of using a C & E diagram in the coor-
dination of multidisciplinary team efforts arc several.
First, the construction of the C & E diagram allows
considerable flexibility in recording random ideas
systematically. It has the same advantage that a
computer enjoys with a random-access memory storage.
Discussicn m?y jump from one tonic to another, and
back again, without causing any difficulty in sorting
and sequencing thy: list being compiled. (p.

Although the ETA method does not encourage t4is kind of jumping

around, it inevitably occurs in any group process. The FTA method used

for generating inputs, however, tends to focus the thinking of the group

on specifics and to organize all inputs within a systeratic framework.

Moreover, experience with very different kinds of fault trees (e.g.,

vocational education, research project management, community college

assessment) has shown that the technique has other advantages in a multi-

disciplinary team effurt.

1. It focuses expert knowledge and judgment from often widely

disparate disciplines and functions on a common problem and furnishes a

common language and perspective.

2. It can take into account both agreements and divergences on

the inputs and their importance.

3. It allows for concentration ri one area of interest at a

time, but with the assurance that all other areas will be systematically

dealt with.

4. By concentrating on the tax the system aeratal, rather than

on personalities, it introduces a non-threatening atmosphere and encour-

ages a freer exchange of information among the members.

A network diagramming technique which approaches ryA more closely

is the decision tree (Archibald acid Villoria, MB). The decision tree

has-been used in industry when-an organization must make decisions about

future plans based on incomplete information. The technique is based on



the theory that no decision operates in isolation or even in a simple

sequence, and it is assumed that any decision made at any time will be

influenced by events that have happened in the meantime.

The decision tree utilizes a branching process to depict alterna-

tive solutions, with nodal points on each branch representing specific

decision points at some time in the future. From each node issue more

branches which specify the possible alternative results to be antici-

pated at each decision point based on varying future events. The costs

of alternative future decisions can be specified, also.

Although decision trees appear not to be widely used in organi-

zational :1.nalysis or in educational management, they have proved very

eifective in certain kinds of industrial planning. A much more sophis-

ticated attempt to anticipate future needs through analysis of the past

is described by John Wilkinson, a Senior Fellow at the Center for the

Study of Democratic Institutions, in a recent article, "Retrospective.

Futurology" (Wilkinson, 1972). In it, he discusses the possibility of

using high speed digital computers to assess the secondary effects of

future decisions (as in city planning), based on "cultural trajector-

ies" spanning 6000 years.

With the exception of the Futurology technique, which is still

in its infancy, none of the techniques described in this section attempt

the indepth analysis of FTA. As previously stated, the heart of the

FTA approach, and the feature that distinguishes it from other network

diagramming or C & E methods, is the use oflogic gates. The advantage

of logic gates is two-fold: (1) it permits the expression, of the

relationship among events- -and these relationships may be expressed

both graphically and mathematically, no matter how complex; and (2) it

permits the prioritizing of sequences of events based on massive

r



quantities of data. For example, the tree constructed to deal with

management of the Auditory Perceptual Training project has over win

inputs. Tine possiLle relationships could thus be expressed as 24".

Without some method of systematically relating these events and prior-

itizing them, this quantity of information would be meaninglqss. The

analysis resulted in the defining of 5 high priority critical paths,

which have now become the fodi for monitoring and process evaluation.

Some research design changes were instituted, also.

1

Implications for Organizational and Communication Theory

Considerable attention has been given recently to the concept of

communication audits and other methods of appraising the effectiveness

of communication systems in organizations. These methods range from

questionnaires adatinisteredto employers aad employees, to extensive

analyses based upon a thorough definition and description of the system

and how it works. These analyses, however, are usually within a narra-

tive or tabular framework. (R urhaus, 1972; Farace and Russell, 1972)

The close relationship between organizntioaal communication and

organizational effectiveness has been stressed by a number of writers.

Greenbaum (1972) views organizations as

. . .formal soe;n1 units composed of motivated indi-
viduals, with personal ard commch oi,jeuc!ves, involved
in problom-gcneratin:, artivitios that must he contin-
uously coordinated; and this eoordinatioe is achieved,
in largo pant, thro101 tl:c use of approrriate communi-
cation systems. 3)

Franc (1971 states that "Acconl.i.shment of organizational and

programmatic olission is the real criterion for organizational communi-

cation." (p. 4) Hu adds,

The more onu looks into That are initially viewed
as communication probrerts, the more ovorlap there
seens with basic management problems. . .Hatter
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clarification of distinctions between communication
and administrative breakdowns should help us develop
indices for successfully predicting breakdown inci-
dents before they occur. (pp. 20-21)

FTA has been developed, not only to predict breakdown incidents

but to analyze and prioritize the most probable modes of occurrence of

failure sequences within an organization.

Hawes (1970) points out thatone of the requisites of the survival-

oriented organization is a change in managerial style. Instead of stress-

ing stability in the organization, Hawes believes that

. . .in a survival-oriented organization, the manager
becomes a co-ordinator of "temporary" task-oriented
groups of highly specialized professionals. His
basic responsibility is to identify potential problems,
assess the nature of existing problems, assemble. . .

task groups. . .and. . .implement the information gen-
erated in those groups. (p. 5, emphasis added)

We have shown how FTA can be used to provide precisely the data

needed by such a manager, leading not only to a pool of solutions, but

a way of continually assessing the "real" problems and their contri-

bution to preventing the attainment of objectives.

One hazard facing such organizations is information overload.

In a closed, highly structured, bureaucratic system
only certain types of information permeate its
boundaries; the rest is systematically filtered out.
The result is a minimum of overload but also a min-
imum of flexibility. In an open, loosely structured,
protean learning environment a wide variety of
information permeates the system's boundaries. The
result is a maximum of information overload but also
maximum flexibility. (Hawes, 1970)

Hawes adds:

The dilemma confronting today's organizations is which
information can be filtered to reduce unnecessary over-
load without, at the same time, crippling the organi-.
zation's ability to adapt to an ever changing environ-
ment. (p. 9)

One of the advantages of the fault tree approach to analysis is

that it can Eihgw precisely those primary modes of failure within an
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organization and its communication system which lead to information

overload. In fact, alternate analyses are possible for the same system.

For example, a system which is closed, rigidly structured, with

little openness to interaction with information outside its own bound-

aries, can be subjected to a FTA. Such a system will probably show a

preponderance of OR gates, reflecting single thread paths of information

with few alternatives or backup subsystems to provide for dissonant

information. On the basis of the strategic paths generated by the

analysis, alternate system designs can be postulated, the analysis can

be run again, both qualitatively and quantitatively, and new strategic

paths generated.

Although the quantitative data are nominal, and thus do not rep-

resent probabilities of occurrence of any of the paths, the fact that

the strategic paths can be ranked, by inspection, in order of likeli-

hood of occurrence, provides management information of a highly useful

kind.

In fact, the use of FTA in itself is one way of coping with

information overload. By designating those sequences of events within

the system most likely to leaCL to the specified UE's, decisions can be

made as to that kind of information which is most crucial for effective

organizational functioning.

The methods of coping with information cAerload, cf course,

cannot be specified by FTA lone. FTA, however, could provide data

for decisions as to methods of coping. For example, Miller (in Hawes,

1970) has identified eight coping strategies--omission, error, queuing,

filtering, approximation, multiple channels, escape, and chunking.

FTA can identify those types of strategies presently used in the

organization, analyze the cE.use and event sequences that occur
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actually or potentially, and suggest better methods or combinations of

methods.

A serendipitous effect of FTA on participating members of an

organization has also been found. Without exception, those who have

actively participated in working with the analyst to derive inputs for

the qualitative and quantitative analysis have gained a new perspective

of the system and have turned from somewhat passive members to active

workers for system success. In one instance, in a large metropolitan

school system, the FTA was so successful in engaging the support of the-

administration for a needed curriculum change, that the school board

allocated over $200,000 additional to the area, at a time of stringent

budget cutbacks. It might be added that the change was of a nature

which would have been hotly fought in the past by the very people who

became its proponents after working on the FTA.

An interesting feature of organizational systems has emerged in

our work since 1967, both with FTA of hardware and of non-hardware

systems. FTA was originally developed to determine the modes of occur-

rence and their probabilities of highly unlikely events. Since the

aerospace systems arc constructed with regard for a high degree of

safety, predicted probabilities of occurrence of the critical path might

be on the order of 3 in 1,000,000.

When the focus of the analysis shifts from hardware to behavioral

systems and the interaction of people and information, the probability

of the occurrence of any given sequence of failure events becomes very

high. Typically, organizational systems are designed with built-in

failure potential. The task then becomes one of sifting through all of

the possible and probable sources of failure in order to identify and

prioritize those sequences having the highest potential. It often



appelrs that the first four, or 'five strategic paths generated all have

a high a priori probability of occurring in the system as it operates.

Observers and critics of the changing scene in organizational

structure have proposed that, for survival purposes, organizations

in the future must think in terms of processes rather than hierarchies

(Hawes, 1970). FTA should certainly be considered a powerful tool for

moving from the static organizational chart to the analysis of inter-

locking processes. It can focus not only on how the organization is

designed to operate in respect to its communication processes, but on

the way in which it actually does operate; and it identifies those

sequences of events which must be monitored or changed in order for the

processes to operate more effectively, both to accomplish the necessary

tasks and to enhance productive relationships.

We have stressed before that a system approach to analysis must

deal with the complexities and interdependencies which are an inherent

part of any system, by definition. One characteristic of systems is

that stress in any part of the system will eventually make tself felt

in other parts, perhaps far removed from the stress point itself. It

often happens, however, that a problem, such as a breakdown in commun-

ication, is perceived as having its source in one part of the system

when, in fact, its "real" causes are elsewhere.

FTA is capable of dealing with such secondary effects of stress

in the system, of spotting and analyzing redundant failure events which

may have significant cumulative impact, and of defining interactions

among events which appear to be unrelated. The quantification process

adds power to the qualitative analysis in accomplishing this.

To sum up. FTA has been found useful as the principal analytic

method under the following conditions:



--Whenever undesired events or concerns and factors contributing

to those concerns can be identified;

--Whenever differing areas of expertise must be marshalled;

--Whenever involvement of the members of an organization needs

structure and systematizing;

--Whenever a defensible approach to resource allocation within a

complex system is needed;

--Whenever consensus as to what constitutes success in the

system is difficult to obtain;

--Whenever formative.evaluation is necessary;

--Whenever the primary and secondary effects of future decisioas

must be analyzed.

Organizations both private and public often make plans which

appear highly successful in solving social problems, only to have dis-

astrous secondary effects appear, sometimes 25 years later. In comment-

ing on the need for sophisticated tools to predict such secondary

effects, Wilkinson (1972) wryly states,

. .on the shaky assumption that you can't act
intelligently to solve a problem unless you know
something about the system of which it is a part,
it may eventually turn out that a systematic stab
at social problems will at least enable those who
are burdened with responsibility to consider such
problems intelligently.

It is hoped that more analysts concerned with organizational

communication will consider using a system approach, including such

promising techniques as Fault Tree Analysis.
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Figure 3

DETAIL OF A SYSTEM MAP

Figure 4

ORGANIZATION CHART SHOWING COMMUNICATION FLOWS
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Figure 5

THE AND GATE
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Figure 6
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Figure 7

ILLUSTRATION OF A FAULT TREE BRANCH
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